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moke
John Luke Fiocchi

A fickle mistress

she lurks,

Teasing the mountains the way that she pursues.
Covering
Mountain’s peaks

with her misty gown,

Wild Wind
encourages her

				

‘round
and around
to stealthily explore
secret highland passes.

A seductive mistress

she entrances,

Disarming the mountains the way that she caresses.
Swirling
Mountain’s range

throughout
with her circumfluent hair,

Inclement Cloud
entices her

‘round
and around
to mingle through
spring needle pines.
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A relentless mistress

she oppresses,

Engulfing the mountains the way that

she wills.

Wounding
Mountain’s integrity

with her serpentine ways,

Celestial Sky
weeps,

drip
drop
Her vile presence

dripping tears which suppresses
for
a
short
time
only to return by

Fire’s desire.
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2012

(The End)
Megan Michelotti

If anger lived in your house,
he’ll be buried there too.
scared to tip toe, scared to achoo,
scared he’ll rise again and outlive you.
If only he owned up to
the claw marks on your heart.
If only he uttered a sorry
for tearing your family apart.
Looking around each corner,
avoidance at all costs,
you never wanted to be
red-faced like him,
so you turned yourself blue,
bluer than oceans and deeper too.
All the stairs in that three-story house
could not mount your childhood fears.
(What if everything you have disappears?)
Your heart hushes at every raised voice.
Are mom and dad fighting again?
No, mom and dad haven’t been
in the same room for ten years.
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But anger is 5’9” and follows you,
like a shadow that shadows incorrectly,
he’ll always be there for you,
the wound hugging the wounded.

(He’s not the one who’s the shadow.)
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W

hat I Sought with All My Heart
Josiah Groux

I have walked upon this desolate soil,
Forever lost, forever in toil,
I knew not what I sought, nor what I wrought
In those days of wonder and foil,
Until long last, I knew it was all for naught,
For what, in my heart, I searched with all heart
Was in pursuit of me in all thought.
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D

rag Me Down
Fiona Picchi

When I touched the glass, it shattered,
fragmented into countless fangs
that gnawed and lashed at pallid flesh.
I tumbled into frigid waters that snagged wisps
of bubbled wails from shipwrecked sails.
I clawed and raked through murky depths,
fingers flying crimson kites
that trailed like ribbons swirled by rhythmic gymnasts
before a crowd. My floundering strokes woke
slumbering silt that twirled past my burning eyes
in plumes of black smoke.
A cool ache spidered through my chest, wrapped a barbed web
around my numb limbs. Purpled lips peeled
open like Blue-eyed Grass petals in spring.
Lashless lids swallowed flakes of bitter ash
amid a cascade of saltless tears. The cable yanked
taut. A final burning breath tore
from its sinewed mast. A frosted gaze fastened
on the ambling clouds high above and surrendered
to the fractured caress of light varnishing my skin.
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B

eneath The Sky
ranan Mull

Life’s easy when you find your feet atop
a half beaten grassy trail unevenly unfolding
across rocky knolls. Just follow the dirt.
When it rains, lay beneath a pine tree,
and let the dribbling lull you to sleep.
If after your eyes shrug off the sands of slumber,
you awaken to find that the wind
has decided to go out for a jog,
while the sky thunders and yells hello!
by throwing flashes of light down
below, you need to follow suit.
Beneath the tip of a tree
is not where you want to be, so go on a run
with the wind. Catch up with a good old friend
even if they’re a bit abrasive as they beat your back,
and a bit biting as they screech across the grass,
and a bit of a turpid prick, berating you with
acerbic quips which whip you with their wit.
The shift’s always too sudden,
but remember sunny days
give way to rain, and rain
gives way to sunny days.
Still, life’s hard when you find
yourself being beat beneath a sky
which shrieks as you stumble
across slime covered stones.
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Feet mush as you march alone into a marsh
with storms which starch your bones.
Water pours below a flash of roars. A rainstorm’s
never sorry for her poor decorum. Otherwise,
she’d be rather boring, don’t you think?
Still, excitement’s not exactly the right word
for scurrying like an insect from a spider,
crawling and ravenous, its eight legs
extending in a flurry of movement as your body
zigzags helplessly from death.
If you’re lucky, you’ll find a home parting
the space between the kneading earth
and the pounding sky. The rain sputters
saliva, slathering your shivering skin
as your eyes parse through the pouring waves,
spotting no land in the midst of the sea.
If you’re lucky, you’ll find a cave
covertly gaping, like a sailor’s mouth
gasping at half grasped grains of air
while his lungs shrivel around kernels
of salt and sea.
If you’re lucky, the shift will be sudden,
and rain will give way to a sunny day.
As above, clouds unfold and reveal
more clouds, while a sea descends
onto your quaking shoulders.
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Yet, life’s not meant to be moaned
out beneath the sky. Strut with pride.
You’ll slip on the mud. Your bones will shiver
while your lungs boil and burn. Unlucky
you, stuck in the sludge of life. Unlucky
you, a bug in the toilet of the sky. Unlucky
you, condemned, not to drown, but to swim.

F

ield
Branan Mull

If your field whistles with dust,
and your corn stands brown as it flaps
in the wind, and your belly recites
soliloquies with bubbling acid, gnawing on air,
what good does it do to lie beneath the roots
of the stillborn, spared the hunger of life?
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Hiro
Thomas Trangmoe

here are more nooks and crannies to every city than you could ever know.
Ever since the benches had separators drilled on to the seats and overzealous
shop owners started tacking spikes on their window sills, though, the catalog for
the city’s hidden spaces became a lot more comprehensive as sleeping somewhere out of
sight had become a little more enticing. Such was the case for Hiro. He ditched his Coleman Sundome years ago - a tent he got in a trade for a handle of Pendleton whiskey he
found in flawless condition save for the stripped piece of cork that probably irritated an
uptown housewife to the point of tossing it out in inconvenienced disgust. He was always
proud of that trade.
Hiro had three dens around the city that, as far as he knew, were exclusively his own.
The first was an abandoned pantry that had a single brick-lined window opening out
into the street. When the overpass had been installed, the on-ramp’s newly introduced
elevation ran right next to the window, resulting in the window being entirely blocked off
save for a nine-inch tall, fourteen inch wide opening. Anyone who had both of their legs
didn’t have a chance at trying to squeeze into it. Luckily for Hiro, this was not the case.
He called this the Bunker, and was particularly thankful for it during the snowy nights.
His second sanctuary was a good distance away from where Hiro spent most of his
waking time, but he considered it a good lakeside house of sorts and referred to it as
such. The city’s poorly funded approach to its construction of a stormwall alongside the
western coast had begun to show its frugality even earlier than the contractors had stated
in their estimates to the city’s board. Sizable slabs of the gray, coarse material seemed to
shuck themselves off and plunge into the mashing waters by the month. The southernmost corner of the three mile wall, under the bridge that led to the freeway that led south
out of town, was surprisingly one of the first major segments to go, and nestled itself
neatly into the small remaining patch of earth between the underside of the bridge and
the channel that the smaller boats and cruisers used to get into the marina. Hiro liked
how the sun shone into the golf ball sized gaps between the ground and the concrete at
sunset as he rested under its cover.
Hiro’s preferred place to stay, however, was up on the northern side of town, where
things bustled and people mingled far more. Life got interesting and stayed that way up
there.
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He liked the shouts of rowdy tourists laying claim to the city as their own on any given
particular night - in their souped-up cars, on beer-hauling, pedal-powered contraptions
that took up whatever street they were on or just on foot for the evening - who were
likely well aware that the streets they ruled would be under new ownership in 24 hours.
He liked the murals, and the art installations, and the mangled rear bumpers of compact
cars alongside telling traces of shattered tail lights. He enjoyed the lingering scents of
carcinogens and crepes, gasoline and goulash, barbeque and battery acid. And he liked
the ironic beauty of the way that relics of infrastructure from decades past coexisted right
alongside dazzling complexes and skyrises which hadn’t even yet had the protective plastics on the window panes peeled off yet. He liked that most of all, as his favorite place to
stay was emblematic of this exact juxtaposition.
Hiro remembered well the enamorment he felt as a kid when the trains came through
town on a daily basis. All the boys were intrigued, but for Hiro it was more than that. He
was perfectly content to sit by the wayside as the other boys his age would throw pennies
and pop tabs onto the rails as the trains approached, screaming shrill cries of “BOMBS
AWAY!”” as the trains would decimate their on-rail offerings and send shrapnel pinging and clanging off of the nearby signs and buildings. Again and again, train after train,
“BOMBS AWAY!”” followed by the grapeshot ricochet and the occasional angry driver
whose car had gotten hit and who’s day had been made worse by the rascals. Hiro found
the whole ordeal amusing, but the majesty of the monoliths that would come through
the city carrying unfathomable amounts of coal, or lumber, or other undisclosed goods
across equally unimaginable distances was more than enough spectacle for him. Even
as Hiro matured and learned more of how the world worked, he still liked seeing them,
as they seemed to both represent and stubbornly refute the world around them. They
weren’t sleek or fast or even all that pretty, and they all felt rather aged for a time when
everything happened so fast. But they were powerful and productive nonetheless, and
wore every mile and graffiti tag like a wrinkle that made one gain respect for an elder
simply by looking them in the face.
It was this kind of mindset that Hiro found he wanted to try and emulate in his own
life, even as his relationship with trains changed somewhat after he began his first tour.
In the otherworldly expanse of space where he was stationed, trains didn’t represent the
same thing they had for him before. They had a looming, ominous connotation instead;
being able to see them from dozens of miles away added a sense of anxious tension to
their presence, for more reason than one. Primal uncanniness was one part of it, but
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another was wondering what that train meant for people who might be at the end of its
journey. Very rarely was the cargo visible on these trains. Their contents could have been
anything from weaponry to rations to fuel reserves to manpower. It was easier for Hiro
to not think about it.
Service overseas was not all that taxing on Hiro, he did what was asked of him and
was compensated accordingly. Returning home was when his viewpoints began to shift.
Hiro served for 17 years, and in that time his own city had left him behind. His mother had died in year three of his service, and his relationship with his father had never
been a flourishing one; Hiro did not feel the need to rekindle it upon arriving home. He
had naively thought that he would be able to step back into the place he had grown up
and fall right back in step with life; it hadn’t occurred to him that he had never actually
done that, lived an adult life in the throes of the city, before he left. He had shunned the
idea of college during his service, not seeing the point of reading books and taking tests
when there were enemies to be vanquished.
Jobs were hard to come by for Hiro. Price tags on items he bought as a schoolboy now
had ballooned into unbelievable territories. Hiro hated relying on charity, but even that
was a good deal more sparse in the world around him, save for the shelters, the VA Hospital, and the scheduled program events that would take place from time to time. Hiro
eventually shunned those avenues as well, vowing that he did not desire to be a further
burden to the aggregate collective of suffering that went in and out of those functions
like an electrical current. He had a job for a few months, but the wages seemed to be a
joke. Hiro didn’t care too much about the money anyways. He rather liked the newfound
feeling of not having any major obligations or hang-ups, and after using the last twenty-eight dollars he had at the time to purchase a backpack that looked like it would last
for a while, vowed to live via his own resources.
Having served for so long, Hiro was well-fitted to adapt for himself, and for a good
while he managed to live about the city without engaging in any sort of organized system or program. Food was relatively easy to find after a few months of learning what
restaurants were generally more wasteful than others, and at what time those restaurants
dealt with their waste. A fair amount of naturally growing food sources also existed in
well-hidden spots. It never got all that cold, and on the nights that it did Hiro would simply stay awake and stay active, looking to learn more about the underbelly, the invisible
side of the city he once lived in the blind dimension of. He went through his tent era, but
found even that to be a bit too much of a burden, and ended up trading the Coleman for
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the very thing he had traded to get it in the first place; whiskey was another good way to
deal with cold nights.
It was three years into this process of learning and scavenging that Hiro hurt his foot.
Initially, Hiro had mostly believed that his tweaked ankle wouldn’t be anything more
than a minor setback for a few weeks. But in the back of his mind, Hiro had a sickening
suspicion that that wasn’t true. He had heard the noise it had made when he had lost his
footing on the edge of the third story fire escape and just mistimed the landing he had
attempted to stick on the half-built walkway awning 12 feet below. He had also seen the
garish purples and yellows that had begun to show up as his ankle began to swell to massive proportions in the days afterwards. Even as the purples changed to oranges and the
yellows to green-blues, Hiro still felt that the worst of it might not be over, and he became more convinced of that as the pain only began to worsen and the purples began to
return. After a colder night he lost feeling in the front half of his foot, and was surprised
the following evening when despite the weather’s return to the mid-fifties, the feeling had
not returned. Placing pressure on it was totally out of the question the following month,
and Hiro began to start feeling weaker and sicker as the days went on afterwards. The
menacing colors began to bleed up into the lower half of Hiro’s shin, and then his kneecap, and Hiro could see the end stages of his injury would mean for him if he didn’t do
something about it.
The problem was, Hiro was at a loss about what there was to do about it. Obviously time and wishful thinking had not magically cured him. If he were to amputate, he
would have no way to stymie the subsequent bleeding, and he had no idea whether or
not such a self-inflicted wound would allow for him to receive medical treatment given
his lifestyle. He tried draining his ankle somewhat early in the process, resulting in a lot
of blood and pus and not much in terms of long-term results; his infection had spread
too far by then. The only band-aid solution he had found was a piece of railing long since
wrenched from its intended place, and he used the mangled twist of metal as a crutch to
help him get around for a few extra weeks until he felt himself getting close to being too
weak to support himself on it. After two months of infection, he worried his final days
were ahead of him unless he came up with a solution.
It was the night after this revelation that he heard the train again. It had been upwards
of three months since he had heard the last train enter the city limits, a load of propane
tankers and raw lumber that was southbound for the coast. Hiro had spent the entire day
against the side of a building, weaving in and out of consciousness, occasionally waking
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up to onlookers looking at him with warranted concern. His mind was fogged and his
thoughts were fleeting. All he could focus on was the dull pang of hunger and the ache of
his thigh, the only element of his leg that he could still feel. By twilight, even his grip on
those sensations was slipping away from him. He had almost resigned himself to this new
neutrality, almost likening it to his viewpoint on material items...the less sensations to
have to worry about, the better...
The shrill, cutting whistle slashed through Hiro’s hunger, pain, and delirium all in one
fell swoop. He sat upright, thinking he might have imagined it. He hadn’t, as the same
tone shot across the sky in a slightly higher pitch. Hiro, in that moment, remembered
what had drawn him to that noise, to the idea of the train in the first place, and was on
his feet in a moment. His objective became singular - get to the station.
Hiro was pure adrenaline as his gaunt frame briskly tottered down the sidewalk to the
suspended viaduct station directly in the center of the northern part of town. His hand
slipped off of his rail crutch a few times due to the immense amounts of sweat he was
now giving off. He reached the two-story staircase that was the only point of access for
the station and ditched the crutch entirely, instead dragging his dead leg behind him as
he agonizingly gritted his way up each stair. People walking past stopped suddenly, and
a few offered to help, but Hiro didn’t take them up on their offers. He was nearly there
anyhow.
Hiro reached the platform just as the lights from the front of the train rounded the
corner and came into view, about a thousand feet from their destination. Hiro found a
last burst of further energy and got up from his crawl into a stunted limp, vocalizing his
pain through gnashed teeth every time his weight shifted to the dead leg. He saw that the
train didn’t necessarily look as if it was intent on stopping at this station. That was fine by
Hiro. He stopped roughly ten feet away from the tracks, just a little earlier than he would
have had the train been stopping, and wavered. The few people around him were all fixated on what could be so urgent to this poor man.
“Bombs away,” he whispered to himself.
Hiro took the closest thing he could muster to a running start at the tracks, hobbling
and flailing his arms for all the momentum he could get, and flung himself out onto the
tracks, swinging his dead leg in front of him as he dismounted from the platform edge.
He didn’t hear the screams of the onlookers, or the horn of the train now less than 150
feet away. He just felt himself land on a gravelly substance, save for a metal bar resting
snugly under his rear at the base of a leg that was not long for this world. He then looked
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up, and saw a crevasse between the platform’s edge and the ground it had been built
upon. Hiro made a mental note of it, then felt a rush of wind as a sound like a hundred
tree trunks snapping in a thunderstorm reverberated throughout his body before everything went black.,
Grayson James hadn’t been appointed to the city’s homicide department for more
than ten days before he got a call about a curious situation at the defunct viaduct in the
old northern region of town. They had discovered a body down there and just wanted to
make sure “nothing fishy was going on” surrounding the death. He arrived at the discontinued station and was greeted by a forensics crew as well as the sanitation unit at the top
of the two-story staircase.
“Hey there, Rainn. Odd placement of a body, you said?”
“Hiya there, Gray, that’d be correct. Have a lil’ crawl down with some of the boys and
see what you make of it.”
Grayson followed some of the other sanitation workers to the edge of the crumbling
platform and after being handed a mask and gloves, climbed under the caution tape
and down to the lower ground alongside the railroad track. Sitting there was a grizzled
man, not too young but not ancient, with his head resting on his hands, elbows planted into the gravel. The face was straight outward and seemed peaceful. The back half of
him looked like it was missing. Grayson flinched at first sight of him, but realized what
was happening as he neared the deceased man. Behind his torso was a small opening in
which the man’s only remaining leg was taking up, still perfectly attached to the rest of
him. The other pant leg was tied away in a knot, clearly indicating his amputee status. He
helped the other men move the body out from its cubbyhole, and after seeing that there
were no gunshot or laceration wounds to be found, he inspected the peculiar location the
body had been put into, just to double-check.
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S

urrender
Felice Fernandez

So many distractions
That teases and pulls my mind.
I tried to spread my attention evenly
Only to have stretched myself thin.
All the glitter that I wish
To claim as my own
Like a small child who grasps
A rock with some glint.
I kept picking up little rocks
That seem to glimmer with potential
Only to realize that all had
Was a backpack full of rubble and dust.
My back aching,
Body sweating,
I opened my bag to see
A bag of grey, brown, and black.
Where are the sparkles?
Where are the glimmers and glows?
What has happened to the shine
I once saw when I picked up these rocks?
My Father smiles tenderly at me as I cry at my losses.
“My child, the glimmers are there
But you must let the light shine on them.
You must take them out of the bag.”
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“These things do hold a beauty,
But they require light to let them glitter.
You are made to appreciate the beauty,
But not to carry and hold onto all of it.”
“You may see and acknowledge the beauty
You may even pick up the rock to notice the details,
But where many rocks are most beautiful
Is where they belong; on the ground.”
“All the rocks that glitter do not hold
The same potential as others.
Choose wisely the rocks you choose
To pick up and take with you.”
“The things I have for you
Has greater value than
The rocks that come with great weight
And glimmer only in the sun.”
“Hold on a little longer,
And I will adorn you with a crown
Who’s weight will not
Cause your head to fall.”
“Be patient, my little one,
And I will provide the riches
That joy and freedom can provide
For a brave, little traveler.”
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“When you hold onto rocks
You cannot hold onto my hand
And how will I help you
Cross the streams and deserts?”
“Surrender your bag to me,
Your shoulders are not meant to
Carry such a heavy load.
These rocks are not worth your spine.”
“Soon you will see that these rocks
Do not equal the glitter they give.
Soon you will see that rocks
Cannot feed, free, or protect you.”
“I am here for you, my dearest.
What treasures do you take?”
He asks as he bends before me,
His arms open.
I glance between the rocks and his arms.
A substance of hard matter
Or a soft substance that really matters?
And so I fly into his arms and drop the things that once held me back.
Where is my crown?
I ask as he helps me over a log.
He picks a blue flower and places it behind my ear and whispers,
“You are growing into it.”
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R

emember Myself
Anonymous

For a while,
I was going so fast and it got so loud and
I guess I stopped hearing myself.
For a while,
I escaped into the daylight from the demons of my midnight but
I guess they caught up when I finally fell.
For some time now,
I’ve been picking up pieces, numb from their sharp edges and
I’ve come so far but have yet to build a home.
For some time now,
I’ve been embracing my midnights, paralysed by the daylight but
I’ve grown tired of the quiet, my own echo breaking the silence.
So, starting tomorrow,
I’ll sand the sharp edges, recreate the image and
hope to recognise myself.
And, starting tomorrow,
I’ll retrace my steps, weed out the excess and
hope to remember myself.
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The Magpie
Alyssa Rubio

found a dead magpie on the sidewalk. It was hard not to notice it; its bright black
and white feathers drew my eyes away from my path. Unlike the belly-up dead birds
I’ve seen after they crashed into windows, this magpie lay on its stomach. Its head
was tucked underneath its chest, as if it had crumpled underneath the burdens it carried. Its wings drooped to the ground while its long, thin tail pointed straight at the sky. I
looked at it for about a minute before I continued walking. Poor thing.
It was Saturday, and I wanted to take advantage of my free time and walk to the
grocery store to get some food. I texted two of my friends, asking them if they would like
to join me, but they declined. They already had plans to get some fast food together. One
of them asked me if I would like for them to get me anything while they were there. I
asked for a strawberry milkshake.
The grocery store was a mile and a half away, and the route there was simple. Walk
for a while, cross a few roads, then turn to the right and keep walking. During the first
half of my journey, I thought only of my destination. Nothing drew me away from my
path except for the dead magpie, and it remained that way until I turned the corner.
Two more magpies caught my attention. These ones were alive, chattering amongst
themselves from the safety of a pine tree’s branches. It’s funny, I thought to myself, how a
magpie’s call sounds like mocking laughter. “A magpie is dead,” I told them. “I don’t know
if you were friends, but I thought you should know.”
Once I made it to the grocery store, after forty minutes of walking, I was spoken to
for the first time that day. An older man complimented my bright blue and purple hair. I
thanked him, then dove into the aisles to find the items on my shopping list. Later, in the
vegetable aisle, a woman remarked to me how:
“It’s so difficult finding good mushrooms these days.”
Before I bought my groceries, I debated over buying myself some watermelon. The
plastic containers filled with cut chunks were never that spectacular; they always sat in
their own watery juice for too long. But I needed something watery and sweet, especially
after how my day was going so far. I ended up buying the watermelon, going a little over
my budget in the process.
It was only after I packed my groceries in my tote that I realized I neglected to eat or
drink anything today. I texted a few more of my friends for help, but to no avail.
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Everyone I knew who had a car was busy that day, hence why I walked to the grocery
store in the first place. I stood outside for a few minutes and looked at the busy street.
There were no benches in sight. Nowhere I could sit and eat some of my groceries. I was
stranded in a concrete desert without a horse. In the middle of a desolate valley surrounded by sleeping giants. I walked back home alone.
I saw the magpie again when I returned. It had taken another forty minutes to get
back to that point, and my groceries were a new burden to carry with me. I was hungry,
thirsty, and weary. Poor thing.
By the time I made it back to my room, two hours had passed since I started walking to the grocery store. I picked up the milkshake my friend bought me and started to
put my groceries away. The milkshake was lukewarm, and the artificial strawberry flavor
felt fickle and fake. In lieu of this disappointment, I turned to the watermelon . It was
what I expected it to be. The watery juice didn’t bother me as much due to my dehydrated state, but it still wasn’t very sweet. Even though they were disappointing, given the
choice between the two fruity treats, I much preferred the fruit of my own labor.
I ate about half of the food and rested in my bed for the rest of the day. Although I
was no longer hungry or thirsty, I still thought about the magpie. When I saw it for the
second time, I looked for its eyes. I couldn’t see them, maybe because their dark feathers
obscured them, or perhaps they had already been consumed by decay. I don’t know how
long it had been on the sidewalk, or if the other magpies cared about it, or how far it flew
before it died. All that I knew about that bird was that it was dead. Even though I could
not find its eyes, I knew it was there. Maybe that was enough.
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O

ut of Reach of Golden Curl
Anonymous

Out of the reach of my hand,
Her golden curls of angelic strands,
A soul of gold, eyes of thunder,
Did they ever glance on my toil?
Upon my plain of the mortal coil,
I wandered, seeking a thread of her voile,
But no matter how much I wandered
Or how much I returned to the path,
Never in her sight, did I amble
For her stride was filled with quakes,
And in her eyes gleamed a mountainous peak,
Stuck in her ways of celestial thought.
Never could I reach that heart of the fraught,
Wrought of darkest ice, Warmed by lightest spice,
In an endless whisper, I called to her by name,
But she answered not, for her name was lost to the void,
And so was her heart, which I had forever lost,
But I still had hope, that maybe with my broil,
She would remember what she had lost during the foil.
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H

aikus
John Cummings

1
Ashes of good dogs
Patiently wait on the shelf
For one last spring walk

2
Bandit squirrel released
Forestvale cemetery
Varmint rodeo

3
Streamers nymphs hoppers
Weeknight fishing with my dad
Front porch iced bourbon

4
Ghost text messages
Glitches in the old OS
We’ve made it home safe
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B

ones
Michael McNeilly

When we were pure
We were one set of veins,
One heart.
Our bodies
A caped
Magic crusader.
Love, oh God,
Our love was the marrow of all life’s river.
one small slip of impurity....
One human frailty, and we are no longer
Superman in the bones.

E

dges
Michael McNeilly

The edges of spring can be seen
From this lead glass window
Like a dream
Of fuzz colored warmth
Just out of touch
Like the sun on my skin
That I’ve missed so much.
The circle of seasons continue to spin
From snowdrops and frost leaves caught on the wind
From this very moment a first breath of spring
This blossoming, bud sprouting, hope-giving thing.
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T

The Boy and His Golden Light
Josiah Groux

he little boy, energetic as the sun, looked up to the heavens with an imploring
gaze. That imploring gaze was anchored to a tiny face no more than four years
old. Age had not tempered him; sadness had not influenced him, and pain had
no grasp on him. The gaze belonged to innocent eyes of amber as they fixated upon the
cause of the shadow around him.
The shadow belonged to the receiver of the little boy’s gaze. A woman beyond the angelic plane, beyond the mortal coil. This woman’s celestial beauty could cause empires to
fall and stars to implode. Her dress was weaved from living flame that wrapped around
her moonstone skin.
Despite the shadow, upon her face a smile of kindness blazed, kindled by a a hint of
madness. This smile belonged to two piercing spheres of red flame that graced the venue
of her eyes. To complete this unworldly sight, curls of diamond hair fluttered in the wind
of the surrounding gale.
The earnest gaze of the boy was drawn to the porcelain hands of the woman, where
she held something precious beyond loving relief. The woman opened up her palms to
reveal a sight from the heavens, for upon her hands rested a golden light that had neither
form nor phantom. This amorphous shade of golden light released its rays and burned
the shadow of the woman asunder. The world lifted to the heavens as birds began to sing,
the plants all around began to grow visible to the eye, and a hurricane of wind flashed by,
causing the fiery dress of the woman to become akin to a star.
Without a word, the woman bent down and placed the golden light into the small
hands of the boy. The whole world held its breath before it was upended while heavenly
thunder shook the threads of reality, threatening to tear the very fabric of truth in two.
But the boy was not affected, for he stood as if on a cloud, out of reach from the quakes
and cries of the dirt.
The light in his hands shone with such intensity that no shadow could breathe beneath its piercing sight. The light did not bring fear to the eyes of the boy but instead, it
brought happiness that none could quench. The boy began to dance around; he forgot all
about the woman in the flaming dress or what he was doing before. This joyful dancing
swept across warm grassy plains where the other children played, past the fiery trees of
the glorious orchards, over the freezing frozen rivers, and into the fields of singing
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flowers as they proclaimed their youthful beauty to the world.
The boy saw none of this; his world was the light in his hands. Until at long last, the
boy finally stopped and sat down upon a tree that was bent like a bench. He knew not
where time had gone, nor when hunger had faded. A thoughtful and content stare was
affixed upon his face as he stared off into the glistering sunset. He had seen this sunset
many times before but never had it seemed so old. The smoldering red and purple clouds
were fading like leaves off a slumbering tree. The sun held the mountain tips in fearful
resolve as it tried not to fall while impaling the triumphant rays into the wise and ancient
eyes of its beholder. For the boy was no longer a child, and ancient was in his name.
A shadow had appeared behind him like the darkness of the void. Wings of twilight
unfurled to encompass the bench as a soothing voice broke through the threads of air
like a knife through water. The light faded slowly in the hands of the ancient boy and as
it did, an angelic hand grasped his hand in a comforting squeeze. No words were spoken
as the winged angelic shadow led the boy away from the ancient still body reclined upon
the bench. The boy was guided across the bleak and dying land that used to be filled with
happiness and delight, but had lost the golden light of the boy, and thus ended its youthful plight.
The boy looked up from the shackles of his past and came face to face with shining
gates crafted seemingly from the stars themselves. The hand guiding him gave a squeeze
and slipped out of the little boy’s grasp as he approached the gates. They were wide open,
and there stood a shining golden silhouette against the white light beyond the gates.
Slowly the arms of the light stretched out in a welcoming gesture as it moved in for an
embrace. The boy may have lost his golden light, but he knew that he would always find
the happiness that he lost in this welcoming, loving embrace.
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I

nside, Outside
Fiona Picchi

The peeled panes of frosted glass glow like pallid nimbi,
their faces drenched by snow-touched showers
that tap fingerless limbs against the glass:
tap, tap, tap. The clouded sky beyond
glimmers with streaks of bleary blue and gray,
whitewashed behind slats of dysfunctional blinds
that rattle in the howling wind. If the sun poked through, it would blind
the faceless shadows dancing along my walls, nimbused
outlines fading to swatches of pewter gray
bleeding beneath cascading showers
like clingy dirt washed away. Beyond
the cracked and daggered panes of clouded glass,
discordant laughter leeches to pools of stifled sobs. Glass
shatters. Voices clatter in a cacophony of blind
panic that ripples across twisted faces yawned
wide. Patterned melodies of nimble
rain mutate forlorned shrieks into showers
of nail-sharp hail tumbling from crowded graphite gray
clouds whose tears dye valleys of fractured cement a gray
more dreary than their own. Through shrouded glass
panes, a choked and muffled cry showers
prayers upon a motionless heap. Blind
tongues twist behind a chatter of cumulonimbus
thoughts and watch sullen chants drift to the heavens beyond.
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Hopefully, a turquoise-touched canvas exists yond
this swath of slated somber gray,
a place less shrouded by nimbi
than the fragile glasses
that veil the sun like a maiden blinded
by the torrent of woven white tulle that showers
her face. Hopefully, shimmers of tears shed in wistful showers
transform to drops of honey-gold as the sun peaks beyond
its cascaded veil to find its sight unblind.
Hopefully, wisps of gray
smoke that fog fractured glass
panes will drift and dance dazzling duets on nimbus
clouds, so orange showers can snake through broken blinds
and cast a nimbused glow beyond
gray walls while light flits through the glass.
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W

icháhpi Hínhanni
Hope Angelica

My father tells me I must Stand-Shining,
But here I Am, the star of mourning.
How far have I fallen?
To find solace in a
Second Death so swaddling
Instead of stressing out the seams
Sewn of silver lining.

K

éya Winyan
Hope Angelica

A hat is the home of the Tortoise Shell Woman.
No roof o’r her head, just woven straw.
Unsecure enough for a HuffnPuff wolf whistling wind to blow her away.
She’s a mobile home ‘cause home is in her heart.
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A

Crow by Any Other Name
Victoria Gersdorf

Perched on precarious rubble of lichen
quilted boulders, Hope hunches under
the leaden gray shrouds of churning
clouds. Her pointed beak of ebon
leather angled low; she eyes
drops of liquid quartz that drip
downward from round
milky lenses of fogged glass.
Her shoulders shudder
in the damp chill, shreds
of her ragged robes flare out.
Pitch dark pinions splay
for a landing, her rain-heavy
cotton cloak tousled by Zephyr’s
translucent fingers. She crouches
in the rainy quiet. The crossroads’ call
now silent in the sleepy, lemon-morning
light, echoed only by the brisk
drizzle that prickles
the road’s tawny gravel.
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R

osy Ghost
Nicole Morgen

I had thought that the red tint was as bad as it’d get,
That my rosy reflection would suffer no more,
But it seems that the damage isn’t done yet,
And it’s irreparable, something I will never restore.
The tarnished halo is broken to form two horns,
Dark bags rubbed under dull and tired eyes,
Instead of a wilting bouquet, she holds only thorns,
And so that imperfect, but beautiful reflection dies.
Her replacement is a monster engulfed in pain,
Trapped by my own pride, my own foolish boast,
So I will try to find the beauty in the chain,
But I long for, wish for, that imperfect rosy ghost.
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I

f I Could Have Been Honest
Lily Hoelscher

Dreams can be so many things, can’t they?
				
Beautiful.
					
Melancholy.
						
Terrifying.
							
Saddening.
As disparate as they are strange.
Though they all have one thing in common:
				
Every
					
Single
						
One
							
Comes to an end.
It still hits me hard
Whenever I wake from a sweet one.
Exacerbates this canyon in my soul.
Digging it deeper.
I have to learn every time again that it wasn’t real.
				
And they linger still,
					
Whispering
						
In the shadows of my mind.
There’s something so romantic
About the worlds my thoughts create.
Even bitter can taste finer than reality.
Sometimes at least.
				
You were a dream,
					
Weren’t you?
						
I can think of no better explanation.
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It’s as if the universe took everything
I ever wanted,
Imagined,
And shaped it into you.
A dream.
No reason we should have crossed paths.
				
So of course,
					
You were a dream.
Dreams make no sense,
But give us what we want.
Allowing us
To exist
For a time in absolute perfect bliss.
Only to wake up
To the stark reality
That you weren’t actually real.
				
Not for me.
					
Never for me.
Sometimes I grow tired
Of how much it hurts when I wake up.
At least you’re still a recurring dream,
The kind that tempts me to keep going back to sleep.
So I can, for a little longer,
Bury myself in the space between your chest and arms
And pretend that I could stay there forever.
Although you don’t belong to me and never did.
				
But that’s the catch with dreams.
					
They never last.
						
And if they’re too unrealistic,
							
They just look blurry.
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Yet you kept being everything I loved.
So with each smile that reached your eyes,
With every secret whispered,
And each new opportunity
To hide in your arms,
You became a little clearer.
And the moments stuck a little longer.
Even as you drifted further out of reach.
You were my sweetest dream,
And sooner rather than later,
I’ll be forced to wake up somehow.
				
You took a piece of me with you
					
When you left.
						
And I miss you.
							
Always.
								
So much that it hurts.
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A World Asunder
Josiah Groux
e stared into my eyes, and I tried to stare back despite the world falling apart
behind her. Thunder battled for dominance in a darkened sky filled with rain
and snow. Lightning split the void with the toil of every second, tearing the
heavens asunder as they screamed their sparkling act of defiance. The red tongues rose
from the ground at every clash of the light from above. The mountains standing tall and
proud were shaking in their roots as ash was sprouting from their mouths with a deafening roar. A small boy stood there in the distance amid this uncertain turmoil. He held
a small ball of light in his hand that lit up only his face, as he stared at me in challenging
anger. His eyes seemed to scream in endless question; why did I not stop the destruction
of this world? His world? Was there no justice in my immortal soul or pity in the flesh
of my mortal heart? I broke this stare that demanded an answer to stare at the woman
standing before me.
But what I saw terrified me. Her golden and red strands of shimmering hair fell all
over her angelic face. It was a glorious display of beauty beyond the mortal coil. Her eyes
held a poisonous love of ages long gone. She was not questioning me, nor was she challenging me. For in those eyes of burning violet embers, sparked a fury of a soul that had
lost the will to hold back. Destruction was her birthright, and terror was in her name.
Her eyes stood as a testament to her silver soul that was woven from the very fabrics of
time and space.
In that window of the soul, I saw a small cabin made of broken wood. With a roof
thatched from the grass of the field. A humble chimney rose from the side to compliment
the little red porch.
Through the window of that cabin, there sat a woman in a rocking chair. She stared
into the fire of the chimney, only displaying a side of her face. That face held a proud and
wise chin that rose to stare into the devouring flames.
With a flash of thundering lightning, she glanced at me sharply. Golden curls whipped
like a lion. In her hands, she held a small thread, colored in an interweaving red and
gold. She twirled it around her fingers as if precious beyond belief, terrifying beyond
relief.
I felt a pain in my heart. My world was torn asunder. Where did the threads of reality go? Who had cut across this precious tapestry? Why weave this heart of gold, only to
rupture it in questionless blunder? How could my mind of a diamond volition shatter
under the stare of that angelic despair?

H
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S

himmering Heart
Josiah Groux

There she stood among the ember gloom,
Her eyes filled with the fiery flume.
The starlight of heaven’s grace,
Was written upon that angelic face.
And among those flickering ribbons,
This celestial figure did not whither.
Wrapped in flame, weaved by fame.
That gaze did shine, upon my weary mind.
And long did I stare, into those turbulent eyes,
Lost in wonder, lost in skies.
For the power behind that dreamy gaze,
Eased my pain away in its daze.
But to my dismay, I stood an ocean away,
Forever to stare her way,
Hoping to glimpse that shimmering heart.
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J

ust Once
Seth Houghton

Just once,
I want to view myself
Peering through another’s eyes
My perception,
Is it fact
Or is it fiction?
Just once,
I want to listen
To the words I speak
My voice,
Is it kind and true,
Or does it tear others down?
Just once,
I want to feel
The me that’s in the room
My presence,
Is it a light for others,
Or that which kills the mood?
Just once,
I want to know
Who people see
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My heart,
Is it shining through
Or lies does it bleed?
Just once,
I need to love
The man who I call Me
My soul,
It was self-shattered
By vile, toxic thoughts
Just once,
I had to learn
I’ve never walked alone
My life,
It has been rescued
By those who love me so.
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I

dyllic
Megan Michelotti
(Elegy for Don, a lifelong lover and logger of the woods.)

The sun rises with Don,
and the day continues on,
only to set with the gentlest yawn,
tired from watching tree after tree
fall onto cares running free,
Mother Nature’s barber
now docks in Heaven’s harbor,
safe from the storms of life,
keeping watch over his worldly wife,
he lives in pastures overgrown
and wildflower meadows unknown,
not even the reaper
can reap what he’s sewn.

T

he Pines
Megan Michelotti

Insurmountable but still I climb
for a nature that’s not mine,
longing for a life free from time,
I see why they call them the pines.
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T

o Rick James Weese (who left us at Twenty-Five)
Anita J. Ransome-Kuchler, his grandmother

A good soldier, fighting for his life to win,
even though its purpose remained a mystery.
Sojourning for a little, but always longing for Eden lost,
Living in the shadows of generations passed,
Confusing dreams colored with perceptions of choices,
wise forever lost to blinded eyes,
Grabbing happiness fleeting while aimlessly searching,
Accepting not love from those who cared,
Carrying scars from times gone by,
Growing into a tumultuous torment of hopelessness,
Fanning the fragile light till it was no more,
and his last breath forever taken.
Leaving the gray hairs to anguish,
Despairing over what might have been,
Pondering the answers to why he had to leave
when he was loved so much, or ere the elders pass away.

Dear Friends,
Christmas is a time for sharing the year’s tidings. The months of 1998 had passed along in happy procession
until our grandson, Rick Weese, was fatally shot. The extenuating circumstances surrounding his death pointed
to foul play, but whether or not the perpetrator will be brought to justice is another question.
Husband, George, is a great comfort while the Lord is Anita’s strength. Facing hard times is part of human
existence but resting in his ever-loving arms is taking all the faith Anita can muster.
Somehow, writing about this tragedy is much easier than telling about it!
Love in Christ to each and every one,
George and Anita
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The Legend of Colors
Anonymous
As in his shallow pan
the prospector sifts the grey silt, filtering
from the muddy sand and rubble
the precious, golden
flecks, the colors of his avid
searching; so
the authors of the following
pages have aspired to distill
from the drear and commonplace
dross of raw reality and everyday
experience of their colors, transmuted through
literary experience into the gold of transcendent
self-expression
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Thank you for taking the time to read through
“Colors” 2022. This literary magazine is a time
capsule that captures the voices of Carroll, and
we hope it will continue long after we, the current editors, have all graduated. It is important
now more so than ever to fund the arts.
- “Colors” Editors, 2022
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